Control of financial jurisdictions

Presentation

This class is divided into five three-hour modules. It is conducted more as a seminar than a lecture, except for the first introductory module.

The modules will include work on the reports/views/judgments of jurisdictions

Module 1: Reminder about public finance and missions of financial jurisdictions

Module 2: Judicial oversight of public accountant

Module 3: Review of local authorities and public organizations’ management

Module 4: Budgetary control: Assessment for the State’s representative

Module 5: Fight against fraud and probity breaches

Recommended Prerequisite(s)

Students are expected to have attended the class in public finance (introduction, basics and terminology) with, failing that, to have conducted preliminary work using a textbook.

In brief

Number of hours: 15.0
Teaching term: Six-monthly
Year: Fifth year
Validation: Final oral examination

Contacts

Responsible(s)

Moutard Thierry
thierry.moutard@scpobx.fr